Abstract-Content Management System (CMS) is a system that is used to control or manage content on a website such as text, links, image, HTML documents and other form of media. The aim of CMS is to help non-technical users to design their website. Resources hungriness is a critical problem in most of the CMS. A lot of development and software maintenance fees has been charged towards the society. Traditional CMS is not the best choice for the users who want to develop an easy and simple website because it is very heavy loaded and will indirectly decrease the website performance. The objective of this research is to develop an Intuitive Content Management System (ICMS) for non-technical users by using data-driven technology for creating a standard and user-friendly website easily. Users just need to choose the contents from a templates, upload images and fill up the necessary documents in order to create a quick, easy and dynamic website.
I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)
Content Management System (CMS) is a system that is used to control or manage content website, such as text, links, image, HTML documents and other form of media. Many marketing and corporate websites such as news, blog or online shopping often used CMS to run their website. The aim of CMS is to help non-technical users to design their website. Some common CMS have their own toolkit to make data autosynchronize update as easy as possible.
CMS are very resource hungry. Although CMS enable nontechnical users to make changes on their website but still require technical skills when adding new features and maintained. As a consequence, a lot of money and software maintenance is needed. Furthermore, a little change in the server may cause the entire CMS fail or error. For the bad coded CMS that developed an Access instead of SQL make the system slow down when increasing users [1] .
To develop a website with the use of Drupal, Joomla or WordPress is needed to install a lot of the plugin tool to make your website more user-friendly. This is not a good way that will influence the script's efficiency and performance of CMS. At the same time, another problem was raised when the needs of choosing a specific plugin. There are many different plugin provided by authors, users need to take time to choose a right plugin [2] . In addition, CMS is not a best choice for the users who want to develop an easy and simple website because it is very heavy loaded and will directly decrease the website performance.
On the other hand, many users have to install particular software in order to set up the CMS. When there is a new version of CMS software release, which requires external Internet access for installation and update. If users choose not to install new version, they might get bugs or errors or event gets hacked by hackers.
The objective of this research is developing an Intuitive Content Management System (ICMS) for non-technical users by using data-driven and mobile-driven technology which using duplication and multiplication in cloud-based for creating a standard and user-friendly website that may differ from current. Users just only need to choose the contents that are template, image and document. Then, the ICMS will automatically generate a very dramatic and beautiful website after the user has confirmed their data and information correctly. Data-driven enhances users "website setup" experience that done in just a few clicks. Besides that, clouds based CMS will help developers or users to solve CMS software installation and updating problem. Users can create and manage their website without pre-install software, they just only need to do it through online. Therefore, they have more effort and time in website management instead of software updates.
At ICMS, there have two types of scope, which is system and user. ICMS will more focus on multiple domains, hosting in a single website. So, users are not limiting for one site onedomain hosting. The main executable code in ICMS is HTML5 and PHP that able to enhance website performance. ICMS also allows for dynamic publishing of content across multiple channels easily. For users, they are requiring a simple training, especially who has zero knowledge of computing.
II. FOUNDATION

A. Content Management System
The existing of CMS is good news for non-technical users, which allows creating websites without technical skills. In other words, CMS provides the opportunities for publishing, editing and modifying content CMS by non-technical user that require no knowledge of programming or avoid the need of 2 hand coding. Allows a user selecting a set of themes and templates for web content designing. Even so, if want to set up additional functionality or features, it is required, system administrator or developer to do so.
For a typical CMS are capable to automate templates, access control, easily editable content, workflow management, collaboration, document management, multilingual and website upgrades. When creating a website, user only needs to choose the type of CMS that suitable for them from categories. A lot of templates that conform to specific requirements are available in the most popular management system. Some of the CMS support for user groups. User group allows the administrator to set a different level of access control amount users. For instance, an administrator can restrict anonymous or nonmember accesses a particular page. Also, CMS must be easily on content modifying, workflow and document management. Most of the CMS software has own editing tool for nontechnical user to create and edit content. Some of the website also supports more than 20 languages and consistency upgrades.
B. Cloud Based CMS
Cloud computing has reached fever pitch from last few years. It is a bigger revolution that moves from mainframe to client-server computing. Cloud based CMS is a new generation of CMS. The greatest advantages of cloud based CMS is make system are used in most of the operating environment which is 'software as a service' (SaaS) [3] . The user is allowed to manage the contents form anywhere with an Internet access by using a single system since it is an integrated module. For example, showcases, image, video and my type of content as much as they want without using different systems. Moreover, cloud based CMS also provide 'platform as a service' (PaaS) [4] which means there have a set of tools and services for users to develop their web page without using code and can be deployed easily. Since there are many hardware and software in the data center including operating system, server and so on, for a business using cloud based CMS only need a thin client. Obviously, many aspects like cost saving, high security and cloud storage are benefiting businesses.
III. INTUITIVE CMS (ICMS)
Define A CMS is simply being an advance web content design that allows to easily manage and update content on a website. User can add or change the video, image, and text with a few clicks. However, CMS still requires technical skills to fully customize web content. ICMS is one of the easiest CMS compare to others on the market. It is most benefit to any user who has no technical background to add or update content. The concept of ICMS is "what you see is what you get" for content editor which is no HTML experience require. Moreover, for those using ICMS, they allow to manage content from Internet from anywhere, anytime. The ICMS is the best practices to increase performance of web application. It is offered superior performance, which is all the data, can be retrieved fast and efficient. ICMS will use an algorithm (Figure 1 ) that automation generates content such as file and folder, which will increase the speed of management.
"Mkdir" is to make a new directory folder to store customer webpage. "Copy" is to copy back the template and store with a different folder name, which retrieve from database that customer fill in with their log in name. By doing this, once an end user goes through their subfolder which is identically same as subdomain that automatically generate by a server which is preset will go through their webpage.
In another side, ICMS provides a secure passwordprotected environment for administrator and users. It is offer backup, content recycling and full editor activity logging service. So, users are able to recovery of data fast and efficiently.
A. Storyboard of ICMS
There are these storyboards for ICMS, which would be detailed below.
1) Entrepreneur Storyboard
For an entrepreneur, just a 4 simple steps need to done to create their own web page.
Step 1 is on-site registration include select system language and provide the personal or company information. The next step is selecting the function according to the need of company or personal.
Step 3 is start to setting up the selling product such name, price and image. The last step is choosing web layout template or customize theme. 
2) Administrator Storyboard
First, an administrator needs to login into the system, then key in their email and SSM Number. After that, the system will email a link to their email to create a portal. There are many functions in ICMS for administrator, including view problem reporting, disables specific portal, system parameter configuration, system performance reporting and system usage reporting.
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3) Customer Storyboard
There are only 2 steps in landing page for customers. All of the advertising will be in advertising landing page.
Step 1, the top product will show on the landing page. Customer can be searched the product on this page also.
Step 2 is a specific portal for pick items, check out cart, and make payment. ICMS is currently having some minority on the website that can be fully customized for the end-user. From this aspect, ICMS didn't provide user for fully customize their websites as border colour, background colour, menu, sidebar location, menu wording, font size and font style which is mainly on designation customized.
Another issue that involved in ICMS is the system is not fully protected as well as other system. All websites will have their own security risks that depend on the sensitivity of adding content page. Some users like to use any different kind of modules while performing different task separately will cause some possibility of security holes that developer are not aware of it. The website and its data may compromise if the holes, discover by someone before software developer has fixed it.
In this research presents an Intuitive Content Management System (ICMS) for simplicity of user-friendly. ICMS is using data-driven to help users, especially those have none computing knowledge to create and manage their own website. However, ICMS still may not able to satisfy for specific and advance user which need an advance customize website. Therefore, more and more templates, themes and function will be added in the ICMS to solve this problem and to avoid the limitation of choices. E-payment and Multilanguage will adopt in ICMS to allow a customer for online transaction. ICMS will able to support more language to go against international and currently mainly focus is on English version.
Since the ICMS does not need to install any software on their workstation by the end user, all the security is going against through the responsibility of the software developer. ICMS will be constantly upgraded and maintenance in order to decrease the risk of security problem faced. In addition, data encapsulation will be added on to secure all the data, especially sensitive personal information like bank account number and password. Moreover, secure sockets layer (SSL) will adopt in the system to provide a secure connection.
